EE505 Video Evaluation Form

Video Title: _______________________________________________________

Author(s): __________________________________________________________

Please rate the video by the following quality indicators with the scale provided:

5 = Great   4 = Good   3 = Good, but...   2 = OK   1 = Not so good   0 = Terrible

Design Characteristics:  
Score: _______
- Introduction: Did the video begin with a motivating introduction to stimulate interest?
- Topic: Was the topic appropriate for the class?
- Length: Was the video the right length? Was it too short? Too long?
- Pace: Was the pace of the video appropriate? Did it seem to drag?
- Planning: Did the video seem well thought out and planned?
- Summary: Did the video summarize what was covered?

Technical Content:  
Score: _______
- Level: Was the technical content at the appropriate level and enough detail given?
- Equations: Were equations presented that aided in understanding the material?
- Accuracy: Was the information accurate? Were there errors in the technical content?

Production Quality:  
Score: _______
- Video: Was the quality of the video appropriate? The frame rate? How was the lighting? Did the scene changes appear appropriate? Did they add or distract?
- Audio: Was the narrative understandable? Was the vocabulary appropriate? Did the music fit the video affects? Were there background noises? Were they distracting? Did the audio complement the video? Were they in sync?
- Are the Animations/Simulations of good quality?
- Are there references for the information?

Effectiveness:  
Score: _______
- Would you recommend it to a peer? Would you watch it again?
- Did you learn something from the video?

Comments: